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Message From

It gives me immense satisfaction by knowing that SCIENTIA HUB
has promoted co-curricular activities just like how Vemana IT
promotes education and quality learning. SCIENTIA HUB has always
encouraged students to go beyond the ordinary and share their
perspectives with fellow students. The newsletter promises excellent
technical articles which has not only kept the students but also the
faculty spellbound. I am proud to say that our students step in learn,
explore then step out with self-confdence and knowledge. SCIENTIA
HUB has played a major role in achieving this.

VIJAYARAGHAVA REDDY
CHAIRMAN, KRJS

CHAIRMAN

I heartily congratulate the department of ISE for their newest release
of SCIENTIA HUB. This edition brings you the recent trends and
advancements in technology. I also thank the editorial committee for
their dedication and hard work. I would like to thank all our students
for their contribution towards SCIENTIA HUB.

DR. VIJAY SIMHA REDDY 
PRINCIPAL,VEMANA IT

PRINCIPAL

It gives us an immense pleasure to introduce this Newsletter of
Information science Engineering Named “SCIENTIA” it is the Latin
word for knowledge. By presenting this Newsletter we wish to provide
you the same. The Department of Information Science & Engineering
is composed of an Undergraduate program in Information Science &
Engineering with an intake of 120.Our placement and result records
are very impressive. The high quality research work being pursued by
the faculty and students is very evident from the large number of
research papers being published in referred journals. I thank all the
students and faculties for their contribution.

RAJANNA M
HOD OF ISE

HOD



About the Department

The Department of Information Science & Engineering (ISE) is
a center of excellence providing in-depth technical knowledge

and imparting grassroots thinking in the field of Information
Technology. The department constantly thrives to nourish the
true spirit & wisdom of Information Technology, into the young

aspirants. The department with its cohesive team of faculty
members, offers a sound program at the UG and aims to

output engineers of innovative technology.



RASBERRY PI

Technical Seminar

  Acquire a Raspberry Pi, and other required components
  Get it set up with the latest Raspbian image
  Boot it off a USB flash drive, rather than SD card for speed
  Set  it up to run a web service
  Install and set up a database (postgres)
  Setup a web service written in Python 3.4 (pre-installed), using Flask, connecting           

  Install a web server (nginx), and configure it to sit in front of the web service

What students achieved:
 Set up afull fledged web service on a Raspberry Pi

 Raspberry  PI setup:
 

       to the previously set up database



Guest Lectures

Prof. A.M. Padma Reddy is a renowned professor in engineering
institutions with an experience of more than 25 years. He has
also worked as Project Manager in Admya Technocrats Pvt.Ltd.
Professor possesses a unique distinction of having worked in
various capacities such as Project Manager, Consultant,
Release Manager in software  industry, as well as teacher,

Prof. A.M. Padma Reddy

course designer, material producer and committed researcher both at under-graduate and
post-graduate levels in various departments and allied areas.With the vast experience at the
credit of prof. Padma Reddy the text books authored by him have been very well received by
teachers and student community all over the country.

      Finite State Machine (FSM).
      Context-Free Grammar (CFG)
      Pushdown Automata.
      Turing Machine.

      
Date: 21/10/2016        
Event: Lecture on “Regular expressions in Finite Automata & Formal                      
Languages”
Audience: V semester students of Information Science and Engineering.
Content of the event :  Automata Theory and Computability 

Conclusion: Students gained knowledge on the concepts of Automata Theory and
                      Computability.

Date: 21/10/2016
Event: Lecture on “Linked List in Data Structures & applications”        
Audience: III semester students of Information Science and Engineering.·        
Content of the event: Linked lists in Data structures and applications.·        
Conclusion: Students gained knowledge on the concepts of Linked lists in  Data
                      structures and applications.



Toppers

Even             VI Sem       1VI14IS058         Preethi R                                           81                  19

                     VIII Sem       1VI13IS001         Aishwarya Reddy                      87.33               2

                     VIII Sem       1VI12IS088         Yamuna M                                     87.33                3

              

2014-15                USN                NAME                               %AGE     RANK

3rd Rank

YAMUNA M
1VI12IS088 (2012-16 Batch)

       secured 4th Rank & Gold Medal in the 16TH   VTU Annual Convocation



Faculty paper publications

  FPGA Based                International    August         Vol.6,             2088-

                                       Engineering
                                         (IJCE)

1.       Dr. R.                   A Versatile  FPGA           International    August         Vol. 6,             2088-
          Srinivasan       Based Commutation       Journal of           2016             No.4                8708
                                        Sequence Generator        Electrical 
                                        for BLDC Motors               Engineering

                                          Co-Simulation of           International      April             Vol. 8,            0975-
                                               BLDC Motor                   of Engg                May            Issue 2            4024
                                          Commutation by             and Tech.            2016    
                                            using MATLAB                     (IJET)
                                              Simulink and
                                              Xilinx System
                                           Generator FPGA
                                              Based Control
                                          Method for 3-Ph
                                                 BLDC Motor
                                             

                                            Control Method             Journal of           2016           Issue 4            8708
                                              for 3-Ph BLDC               Electrical &                                 
                                                         Motor                    Computer

                                       
                                         
                                         

Sl.      Faculty              Publication                           Title of              Month         Vol/                 ISSN/
No      Name                Title                                       Conference/          &              Issue                ISBN
                                                                                             Journal              Year

Sl.
 No

  
 

  1

Name of the
  Faculty

 
   

  Rajanna M and
Sridevi K N

Name of the
FDP/Training

Attended
   

  Quality Initiatives in
  Technical and

Higher Educational
Institution through
Accreditation and

  Assessment

Date 
  
 
 

  16th to 18th
  Dec 2016

No. of
Days 

  
 

  3

Venue
  
 
 

  Vemana IT,
Bengaluru



Technical Articles

The Levitating Lightbulb

Since he was a child, Simon Morris has been obsessed with

making objects float in midair. At one point he even managed

to turn a skateboard into a hoverboard, though as he recalls it,

“I couldn’t ride on it.” Now he’s applying that same passion to

Flyte, a lightbulb that relies on electromagnetism to levitate

and spin, and on resonant inductive coupling—a technical

term for wireless power  transmission—to shine. Morris sees

his design as a seamless blend of science and art honoring

both pragmatists, like Thomas Edison, and dreamers, like

Nikola Tesla. And consumers appear to agree: Morris says

Flyte has sold so well since its official January launch that his

team is planning to introduce  whole ecosystem of floating

products, including a planter, Lyfe, which debuted in June.

“We’re just scratching the surface,” he says.

AI Which Automatically Detects Alzheimer’s

Researchers from VU University Medical

Center in Amsterdam have applied artificial

intelligence algorhythms to MRI brain scans,

automatically classifying which form of

dementia patients have. The results were

published in the journal Radiology on July 6,

2016. The new system produces accuracy of

up to 90 percent. Alle Meije Wink, senior

investigator in the radiology and nuclear

medicine department at the center said that

there is potential for screening people at risk

dto intercept with treatment before the isease has advanced. The system specifically

distinguishes between two forms of dementia and Alzheimer’s which have previously

been so similar in terms of declining function that medical professionals have had

difficulty knowing which form the patient had. This made treatment dependent upon

tracking functional changes rather than being able to prevent structural changes

before they begin. Firm conclusions cannot be drawn yet, but researchers believe the

early results are encouragingfor the future of Alzheimer’s diagnosis and treatment.



Technical Articles

Tesla Autopilot

Thousands of people around the world die each day from human error car crashes.

Because cars are the most common-place mode of transportation in many countries,

their ubiquitous presence belies the fact that they can be extremely safe, yet extremely

dangerous. Tesla electric car company began placing ultrasonic sensors placed along the

sides and bumpers of sedans in October, 2014. At the time, this technology upgrade was

made available to their customers for $4,250 in  addition to vehicle’s purchase price.

The sensors were paired with digitally controlled brakes, a front radar and a camera,

with the entire package designed to let the car take over to avoid crashes. But the

packages went unused, yet collecting data. In October, 2015, a software update was sent

by Tesla to its 60,000 cars including the sensor technology. The software was given the

name Tesla Version 7.0, but its nickname, Autopilot, was the one customers

claimed.Autopilot included automatic parallel parking, which General Motors, BMW and

Mercedes already offered. It also gave cars the ability to manage speed, park itself, steer

within lanes, and even change lanes. But its ability to provide self-steering put it at the

forefront of car transportation. Autonomous driving was a thing of science fiction future,

and the future had arrived, at least partially.

The Tesla test fleet of partially autonomous sedans is capable of doing many things on

the road, but it cannot start automatically, requires a series of steps to

launch, and can shut itself off when road conditions warrant it. The company

will add increasing autonomy to the software, using upgrades in cautious

increments. However, Elon Musk, Tesla CEO, believes completely autonomous cars are

technically possible as soon as two years from now.



To become a leading institute for quality technical education and research
with ethical values.

VISION & MISSION OF THE INSTITUTE

M1:  To continually improve quality education system that produces thinking           
         engineers having good technical capabilities with human values.
M2: To nurture a good eco-system that encourages faculty and students to 
          engage in meaningful research and development.
M3: To strengthen industry institute interface for promoting teamwork, 
          internship and entrepreneurship. 
M4: To enhance educational opportunities to the rural and weaker sections 
          of the society to equip with practical skills to face the challenges of life.

To produce graduates with strong fundamentals in information technology
to face challenges of global IT needs with ethical values.

M1:   To impart theoretical foundation and programing skills for the design 
          and development of software systems.
M2:  To produce information technologists to excel in professional career,  
          leadership, and entrepreneurship.
M3:  To inculcate multi-disciplinary research ambience among them to 
           transform their knowledge useful to the society.

MISSION

VISION

MISSION

VISION

VISION & MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT


